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Dutch Aviation Open Golf 2008
Jacco Klerk winner 10th tournament
In the spring of 1999 Ton van Deursen and Hans Minnee
proposed to organize a golf tournament for the customers
and relations of Celsius Aviocomp Netherlands and VZM
Management Services. That year, the Houtrak golf course was
the location of the first Dutch Aviation Open golf tournament.
It turned out a great success and VZM continued to host this
annual event, this year for the 10th time. Since 2003 the golf
course in Nunspeet is the location of the
tournament.
The first years there were around 25
participants, the last editions this number
has increased to 45-50 people. Today there
is a group of over 20 people who have
participated in more than half of the 10
editions. Only Jan van Duijn participated in
all 10 events (besides the hosts).
Once again the weather was
excellent for a day of golf on
For more photgraphs visit the vzm site September 9, the day of the 10th
edition. First time participant,
holding a wild card as subscriber
to the VZM Newsletter, Jacco Klerk turned out to be the best player
of the day. He became the speechless winner of the Hans Minnee
Challenge Trophy.
Another first time participant
turned out to have a real talent for
golf and thus become the winner
of the clinic competition: Tijmen
de Groen. Although before the
tournament he made clear he had
no interest in golf, there is a good
chance he will be a future winner.
Thanks to Steve Netto, this year’s
winner of the Nearest to the
Centerline competition became the
permanent owner of the F16
model. At one moment it looked
like Jacco would win both trophies, but in the end Theo Hermans
proofed he had the straightest tee shot.

Block September 8, 2009 in your agenda
Traditionally the VZM Dutch Aviation Open is on the 2nd
Tuesday of September. So that is September 8 next year!
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The Hans Minnee Challenge Trophy
The Dutch Aviation Open Challenge Trophy is a sculpture
made by Gary Price. The trophy is named after Hans
Minnee, co-founder of VZM Management Services, who
passed away unexpectedly in April 2003. Hans was the
driving force behind the start of the golf tournament and
discovered the sculpture himself during a business trip to
the US.

Clinic Scores

Outline of VZM Management Services
VZM Management Services is widely recognized to provide change leadership and business
development support to enhance the customer’s business results, both as interim executive
management and as consultancy. VZM has a broad international customer base in the aviation
industry. The company was formed in 1996 and the VZM Management Team consists of four
members, three in the Netherlands and one in the United States. Each year VZM publishes its
now famous Commercial Aviation & Maintenance Market Outlook, which is freely accessible for
all subscribers to the VZM site.
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